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We study the expected spin misalignments of merging binary black holes formed in isolation by
combining state-of-the-art population-synthesis models with efficient post-Newtonian evolutions,
thus tracking sources from stellar formation to gravitational-wave detection. We present extensive
predictions of the properties of sources detectable by both current and future interferometers. We
account for the fact that detectors are more sensitive to spinning black-hole binaries with suitable spin
orientations and find that this significantly impacts the population of sources detectable by LIGO,
while this is not the case for third-generation detectors. We find that three formation pathways,
differentiated by the order of core collapse and common-envelope phases, dominate the observed
population, and that their relative importance critically depends on the recoils imparted to black
holes at birth. Our models suggest that measurements of the “effective-spin” parameter χeff will allow
for powerful constraints. For instance, we find that the role of spin magnitudes and spin directions in
χeff can be largely disentangled, and that the symmetry of the effective-spin distribution is a robust
indicator of the binary’s formation history. Our predictions for individual spin directions and their
precessional morphologies confirm and extend early toy models, while exploring substantially more
realistic and broader sets of initial conditions. Our main conclusion is that specific subpopulations
of black-hole binaries will exhibit distinctive precessional dynamics: these classes include (but are
not limited to) sources where stellar tidal interactions act on sufficiently short timescales, and
massive binaries produced in pulsational pair-instability supernovae. Measurements of black-hole
spin orientations have enormous potential to constrain specific evolutionary processes in the lives of
massive binary stars.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gravitational-wave (GW) observations of merging
black-hole (BH) binaries have the potential to unveil the
fate of massive stars. As they exhaust all the available
fuel, stars with initial masses M & 8M are expected to
undergo gravitational collapse. About ∼ 15% of them are
predicted to form BHs [1]. The detection of stellar-origin
BHs in a binary system requires not only the formation
of BHs in the first place, but also the occurrence of astro-
physical processes that can dissipate enough energy and
angular momentum to bring the orbital separation below
r ∼ 50R, where GW damping can drive the binary to
merger [2].
There are two main classes of formation models, de-
pending on whether (i) the two BHs spend their entire
lives together as stars, or (ii) they form separately and
meet later. In models belonging to class (i), BH bina-
ries are the end product of the life of binaries of massive
stars [3]. Each of the two stars undergoes gravitational
collapse and, if the binary is not disrupted, a binary BH
is left behind. A common-envelope phase – where the
∗ Einstein Fellow; dgerosa@caltech.edu
core/remnant of one the two objects sinks into the outer
layers of its companion [4] – is typically invoked to dissi-
pate enough angular momentum and produce a merging
binary. Models of class (ii) instead require dense stellar
environments to facilitate the assembly of multiple BHs
and many-body interactions to harden the binary [5]. For
a comprehensive review on BH-binary formation channels
see, e.g., [6, 7] and references therein.
The most obvious observable to confirm or rule out for-
mation channels is the merger rate, currently constrained
to the range 12− 213 Gpc−3yr−1 [8]. These large uncer-
tainties leave ample room for models in both classes to
match the observational constraints which, at present, do
not allow us to confirm or rule out any of the preferred
scenarios.
Measurements of the BH masses also tend to be poorly
constraining, partly because of a selection bias: more
massive systems are visible farther out. This tends to wash
out differences in the intrinsic distributions, such that the
observable distributions predicted by various models all
tend to overlap. In practice, O(100) observations could
be necessary before strong constraints can be placed using
mass measurements [9–12] (although sharp features like
a mass cutoff will be accessible earlier [13–15]).
Merger redshifts are also weak observables. They are
expected to be set by the star formation history [16], which
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2is essentially the same in all star-based BH formation
models. Notable exceptions include models where older
populations of stars are responsible for present-day BHs
[17, 18], as well as predictions which make use of large-
scale cosmological simulations [19, 20].
BH spin magnitudes can be very powerful observables
for constraining the physics of individual massive stars,
but provide a less effective way to distinguish between
stellar-based compact-binary formation channels. Spin
magnitudes are expected to be set by stellar collapse dy-
namics [1], and should therefore be similar for BHs formed
either in galactic fields or dynamically. A possible handle
could be provided by dependence on the star’s metallic-
ity, which is expected to impact processes like angular
momentum transport and mass loss. Again, these observ-
ables might turn out to be particularly useful to constrain
specific mechanisms, such as scenarios where previous
mergers, rather than stellar collapse, are responsible for
forming the merging BHs [21–23].
Binary eccentricities may also provide information on
some specific models [24, 25]. Eccentricities from the
most favored scenarios are expected to be too low in
the LIGO/Virgo band to provide stringent constraints
[26], although some scenarios predict events with high
eccentricity [25, 27]. To this end, LISA observations at low
frequencies (when binaries are not yet fully circularized)
may turn out to be crucial [28–31].
The most promising observables to shine light on BH-
binary formation are the spin directions. Spins of BHs
formed following dynamical encounters are expected to
be isotropically distributed (but see [32, 33]). This is be-
cause the BH-binary evolution is set by the astrophysical
environment, whose coupling to the BH spins is known to
be negligible [34]. It is worth pointing out, however, that
some angular momentum from the cloud that formed the
cluster could be transferred to the stellar spins, thus in-
troducing correlations between their directions [35]. Even
if present, these correlations are expected to be largely
washed out by the many dynamical encounters leading to
the formation of the GW sources.
Conversely, the spin directions of BH binaries formed
in isolation are greatly influenced by the evolutionary
paths of their stellar progenitors. The two stars will form
a binary BH without prominent interactions with other
bodies, thus “carrying memory” of some of the physical
mechanisms occurring during their history. Even in the
simplest models where stellar spins are initially aligned to
the binary’s orbital angular momentum, misalignments
are expected to be introduced by recoil velocities im-
parted to the BHs at birth. These “supernova kicks” tilt
the orbital plane, thus introducing some misalignment
between the orbital angular momentum and the spin di-
rections [36]. Tidal interactions can also influence the
spin directions, generically acting towards realigning spins
with the orbital angular momentum [37]. After the BH
binary is formed, spin directions are further modified by
post-Newtonian (PN) spin-orbit and spin-spin couplings
during the long inspiral phase before the binary becomes
detectable by LIGO and Virgo [38]. PN effects tend to
separate different subpopulations, hence greatly improv-
ing model distinguishability [39]. The effectiveness of BH
spin tilts at constraining formation channels was already
explored in previous work through astrophysical mod-
els [33, 39–42], simulated LIGO/Virgo data [43–48] and
actual GW observations [15, 49–52].
This paper presents a comprehensive study of the ex-
pected spin direction distributions of BH binaries formed
from isolated pairs of stars. Using the StarTrack [53]
and precession [54] numerical codes, we combine for
the first time state-of-the-art evolutions of binary stars to
accurate PN spin tracking and coherently model spin evo-
lution from formation to detection (Sec. II). We present
forecasts for both approximate one-spin dynamics through
the effective-spin parameter (which is easier to measure;
Sec. III) and genuine two-spin effects (which encode more
information; Sec. IV). We then illustrate predictions of
our models in terms of the spin morphologies identified
in [55, 56] (Sec. V). We conclude with prospects for con-
straining these mechanisms with current and future GW
detectors (Sec. VI). Unless otherwise noted, we use geo-
metrical units (G = c = 1).
Our database is publicly available at
github.com/dgerosa/spops [57], where we also pro-
vide a convenient python module (called spops) to
facilitate its exploration.
II. METHODS: STELLAR AND BLACK-HOLE
EVOLUTION
We perform binary-star evolutions using the collec-
tion of semianalytic prescriptions implemented in the
StarTrack code [53, 58–64]. Each evolution results in
a BH binary characterized by masses mi (with i = 1, 2;
or alternatively q = m2/m1 ≤ 1 and M = m1 +m2), spin
magnitudes |Si| = χim2i (with 0 ≤ χi ≤ 1), directions Sˆi,
and merger-rate weight (see Sec. II C below). The direc-
tion of each spin is described by a polar angles θi (relative
to the direction of the orbital angular momentum) and
by an azimuthal angle in the orbital plane, φi.
Our suite of models is described below. Each model
has a single free parameter σ (setting the magnitude of
the kick velocities) and three flags corresponding to our
assumptions on spin magnitudes, tidal interactions and
the sensitivity of GW detectors. With the exception of
BH kicks and spins, all other assumptions are the same as
in model M10 of [63]. We refer the reader to that paper
for a more comprehensive description of our population-
synthesis simulations.
A. Spin magnitudes
As for the BH spin magnitudes, we implement three
different models:
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FIG. 1. Model collapse for the BH spin magnitude as a function
of the BH mass. In this model, heavier (lighter) collapsing
stars preferentially form BHs with smaller (larger) spins. Filled
circles shows data points from the simulations reported by
[42] at various metallicities Z, while empty triangles show
our resampled distribution. Dashed (solid) lines illustrate our
construction procedure (see text). The hard cutoff at MBH =
40.5M (dotted line) is due to pulsational pair-instability
supernovae as implemented in StarTrack [63].
A1) “uniform”: We assume the dimensionless BH Kerr
parameters χi to be uniformly distributed in [0, 1],
independently of the other binary parameters.
A2) “collapse”: Simulations of stellar collapse show that
stars with large (low) mass tend to form slowly
(highly) rotating BHs [42, 65]. This feature intro-
duces a specific correlation between masses and
spins, with potentially critical impact on the pre-
dicted GW sources. Here we implement a very
simple prescription to qualitatively capture this ef-
fect, leaving more robust explorations to future
work. We use evolutionary simulations of stars with
specific angular momentum transport from [66, 67]
as reported in Table 3 of [42], together with the
approximate expression
MBH = min(MCO + 3M, 40.5M) (1)
obtained from Fig. 1 of [42], where MCO is the
carbon-oxygen core mass. Since there are not
enough data points to construct meaningful in-
terpolants, we opt for the following heuristic ap-
proach. At low (large) masses, spins appear to be
centered about χ∼0.8 (0.13) with a scatter of ∼0.06
(0.13). The turnover between the two regimes is at
MBH ∼ 29.5M with a scatter of about ∼ 8.5M.
Our procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1. We first
construct two curves to bracket the uncertainties:
χ =
p1 − p2
2
tanh
(
p3 − MBH
M
)
+
p1 + p2
2
(2)
where pi = 0.86± 0.06, 0.13± 0.13, 29.5± 8.5 (the
upper/lower signs refer to the upper/lower limits
in Fig. 1). Spins are then generated by drawing
random samples uniformly in the region in between
the two curves. We argue that this model captures
some of the key features found in [42], namely that
larger BH masses tend to correlate with smaller
spins, while at the same time reflecting the large
uncertainties of those results.1
A3) “max ”: In order to maximize the effects of spin-
precession dynamics and highlight some trends, we
also run a set of models where all BHs are maximally
spinning (χ1 = χ2 = 1).
We note that the first two models implement rather
conservative assumptions regarding the expected spin-
precession dynamics (cf. [39, 46], where only very high
spins are considered). Our approach complements that of
[42], where a specific model [their Eq. (3)] was assumed
for the BH spin magnitude. More work is needed to fully
include the impact of the metallicity on the expected BH
spin magnitudes, which is here neglected.
B. Spin directions
We assume stellar spins to be initially aligned to the
orbital angular momentum of the binary (θ1 = θ2 =
0). This same assumption is made by most, if not all,
population-synthesis models (but see e.g. [69, 70]). As
the first star collapses and forms a BH, the resulting kick
tilts the orbital plane [36, 71] and introduces a spin-orbit
misalignment (θ1 = θ2 6= 0). It is worth pointing out
that spin misalignments are induced by asymmetric mass
and neutrino emission during core collapse (“natal kicks”),
while symmetric mass loss only impacts the binary’s center
of mass (“Blaauw kicks” [72]). Supernova kicks are drawn
from a Maxwellian distribution with 1D dispersion σ,
independently of the mass of the system. We generate
7 different models2 at σ = 0, 25, 50, 70, 130, 200 and 265
km/s. The largest value σ = 265 km/s corresponds to
the observational constraints from pulsar proper-motion
measurements [73]. We adopt this approach because
it constitutes a simple and well-defined one-parameter
family of models to illustrate the main trends of the
BH spin alignment distributions. More elaborate (and
1 While this work was being completed, a similar approximation
was proposed in [68]. Other parametrized spin models have been
proposed in, e.g., [15, 48].
2 For future reference, these models were numbered M00, M18,
M17, M16, M15, M14 and M13.
4perhaps more physical) prescriptions where, e.g., kicks are
suppressed by fallback material [74] can be constructed by
appropriate mass-dependent mixture of our distributions
[51].
After the first kick, tidal interactions may realign one
of the spins. In between the two supernova explosions,
the system is formed by a BH and a (perhaps evolved)
star [75]. Since tidal interactions scale with the cube of
the size of the object, tides raised on the star by the BH
are much more effective than tides raised on the BH by
the star.
In the spirit of introducing only minimal assumptions,
we implement three prescriptions [39, 42] and postpone a
more careful treatment of tidal spin alignment to future
work [76].
B1) “alltides”: Tidal interactions align all stellar spins
in between the two explosions. This corresponds
to setting either θ1 6= 0, θ2 = 0 or θ2 6= 0, θ1 = 0,
depending of which star explodes first.
B2) “notides”: None of the spins is realigned.
B3) “time”: We attempt a physical model for tidal in-
teractions following [75, 77]. In particular they
estimate the tidal alignment time to be
tτ = 4× 104
(
MS
MBH
)2(
2MS
MS +MBH
)5/6
×
(
r
R
)17/2(
Ms
M
)−51/8
yr , (3)
where MS and MBH are the masses of the star and
the BH, respectively, and r is the binary separation.
We compute Eq. (3) from the StarTrack data
before the second supernova, and compare the result
with both the time between the two explosions tSN
and the typical lifetime of a Wolf-Rayet star tWR =
3 · 105 yr [75, 77]. The star’s spin is realigned if
tτ < min(tSN, tWR).
The azimuthal angles φi may also evolve in between
the two explosions because of relativistic spin precession.
We compare the time between the two explosions tSN to
the leading-order precession timescale [56]
tpre = M
4pi
3
1 + q
1− q
( r
M
)5/2
. (4)
Binaries have φ1 = φ2 = 0 after the first SN; these angles
are updated only if there is enough time for the spins
to precess before the second explosion. Therefore we set
φi = 0 if tSN < tpre, or draw φi randomly if tSN > tpre.
It is worth noting that tidal interactions (here consid-
ered only regarding the spin directions) are expected to
affect the spin magnitude of the second-born BH as well
[65, 75, 77]. Tidally locked stars are going to be both
aligned and spun up. This behavior is partially captured
by the combination of the collapse and time models, as
lower mass stars are both assigned high spins and lower
tτ . A more systematic study of the effect of tides in
BH binaries formation pathways is under development
[76]. The potential impact of mass transfer on both spin
magnitudes and directions is also an avenue of future
improvement.
At the second explosion, another supernova kick will
further tilt the orbital plane. This finally results in the
angles θ1, θ2 and ∆Φ = φ2 − φ1 at BH-binary formation.
Each system now needs to be evolved from the separation
where it forms down the LIGO/Virgo band (fGW = 20
Hz). We use the numerical code precession [54], which
implements multi-timescale methods to efficiently evolve
BH systems over their very long inspirals before merger
[55, 56]. This is a crucial improvement over previous work
[39, 46] (but see [41, 51], which also use the same code),
since it was shown that integrations from separations
as large as ∼ 106M may be necessary to fully capture
spin-precession effects [56].
C. Detectability
For each set of assumptions, our procedure generates
a sample of weighted BH binaries [61, 62, 64]. These
weights correspond to the merger rate contribution of
each evolutionary track, taking into account redshift- and
metallicity-dependent star formation history [61], as well
as the antenna pattern of the GW interferometer [62].
Contrary to previous StarTrack studies, we now take
into account spin corrections in the calculation of the
merger weight. As illustrated below, this is a crucial
point to faithfully predict spin distributions which, if
neglected, could lead to sizable biases [62, 78–81]. We
generate GW signals using the IMRPhenomPv2 [82]
waveform model as implemented in the pyCBC pipeline
[83]. We compute signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) using
three different noise curves:
C1) LIGO: the expected sensitivity for Advanced LIGO
in its design configuration [84];
C2) Voyager: a planned upgrade designed to maximize
the science return within the current LIGO facilities
[85];
C3) Cosmic Explorer: a proposed third-generation de-
tector in 40-km scale facilities [86].
For simplicity we consider single detectors with a SNR
threshold of 8, which is a reasonable approximation to
mimic realistic data analysis procedures [87]. For ref-
erence, an optimally located and oriented, equal-mass,
nonspinning BH binary with source-frame total mass of
60M will have an SNR larger than 8 at redshifts z . 1.2
for Advanced LIGO, z . 9.1 for Voyager and z . 36.4 for
Cosmic Explorer. Detection rates r (in units of yr−1) are
then computed as detailed in [64] (see also [62, 88, 89])
using the public code gwdet [90].
5Detector Spins Tides Natal kick σ
0 km/s 25 km/s 50 km/s 70 km/s 130 km/s 200 km/s 265 km/s
LIGO collapse time 3.2×103 1.9×103 9.0×102 5.7×102 2.3×102 1.1×102 6.1×101
LIGO collapse alltides 3.2×103 2.0×103 9.3×102 5.9×102 2.4×102 1.1×102 6.3×101
LIGO collapse notides 3.2×103 1.9×103 8.9×102 5.6×102 2.2×102 1.1×102 6.0×101
LIGO uniform time 3.2×103 1.9×103 8.8×102 5.6×102 2.3×102 1.2×102 6.3×101
LIGO uniform alltides 3.2×103 1.9×103 9.2×102 5.9×102 2.4×102 1.2×102 6.4×101
LIGO uniform notides 3.2×103 1.9×103 8.7×102 5.5×102 2.3×102 1.1×102 6.1×101
LIGO max time 5.1×103 3.0×103 1.3×103 8.1×102 3.3×102 1.7×102 8.8×101
LIGO max alltides 5.1×103 3.0×103 1.4×103 8.6×102 3.5×102 1.7×102 9.2×101
LIGO max notides 5.1×103 2.9×103 1.3×103 7.8×102 3.2×102 1.6×102 8.4×101
Voyager collapse time 2.6×105 1.9×105 1.0×105 6.8×104 2.9×104 1.4×104 8.1×103
Voyager collapse alltides 2.6×105 1.9×105 1.0×105 6.9×104 2.9×104 1.4×104 8.2×103
Voyager collapse notides 2.6×105 1.9×105 1.0×105 6.5×104 2.7×104 1.3×104 7.7×103
Voyager uniform time 2.3×105 1.7×105 9.6×104 6.3×104 2.8×104 1.4×104 8.0×103
Voyager uniform alltides 2.3×105 1.7×105 9.6×104 6.3×104 2.8×104 1.4×104 8.1×103
Voyager uniform notides 2.3×105 1.7×105 9.4×104 6.1×104 2.6×104 1.3×104 7.7×103
Voyager max time 3.0×105 2.2×105 1.2×105 7.8×104 3.3×104 1.6×104 9.6×103
Voyager max alltides 3.0×105 2.2×105 1.2×105 8.0×104 3.4×104 1.7×104 9.8×103
Voyager max notides 3.0×105 2.2×105 1.2×105 7.5×104 3.1×104 1.5×104 8.9×103
3rd gen. collapse time 9.4×105 7.7×105 4.4×105 3.0×105 1.3×105 6.4×104 3.8×104
3rd gen. collapse alltides 9.4×105 7.7×105 4.4×105 3.0×105 1.3×105 6.4×104 3.8×104
3rd gen. collapse notides 9.4×105 7.7×105 4.4×105 2.9×105 1.3×105 6.4×104 3.8×104
3rd gen. uniform time 9.4×105 7.7×105 4.4×105 2.9×105 1.3×105 6.4×104 3.8×104
3rd gen. uniform alltides 9.4×105 7.7×105 4.4×105 2.9×105 1.3×105 6.4×104 3.8×104
3rd gen. uniform notides 9.4×105 7.7×105 4.4×105 2.9×105 1.3×105 6.4×104 3.8×104
3rd gen. max time 9.4×105 7.8×105 4.4×105 3.0×105 1.3×105 6.4×104 3.8×104
3rd gen. max alltides 9.4×105 7.8×105 4.4×105 3.0×105 1.3×105 6.4×104 3.8×104
3rd gen. max notides 9.4×105 7.8×105 4.4×105 2.9×105 1.3×105 6.4×104 3.8×104
TABLE I. Detection rates in units of yr−1 for all our simulations. Results for LIGO assume the expected design sensitivity of
the instrument [83]. Voyager is a planned instrumental upgrade to be located in the current LIGO facilities [85]. Here we use
Cosmic Explorer [86] as an illustrative example of what would be possible with third-generation detectors. For a discussion of
uncertainties in detection rates see e.g. [61, 62].
The detection rate r is a steep function of the natal
kick velocity [58]. For large values of σ, more and more
stellar progenitor binaries are unbound by natal kicks
and fail to form GW sources. This is shown in Fig. 2 for
a subset of our models; we find that r drops by about
a factor ∼ 20 between σ = 25 km/s and σ = 265 km/s.
Third-generation detectors increase the expected detec-
tion rates by a factor of ∼ 300 compared to LIGO at
design sensitivity [86].
Detection rates for each of our model variations are
reported in Table I. For LIGO, the max spin models pre-
dicts higher rates (by about ∼ 50%, i.e a factor 1.5) when
compared to models with uniform spin distributions. This
behavior is due to the orbital hangup, a well-know effect
in BH binary dynamics which causes binaries with aligned
(anti-aligned) spins to have a larger (smaller) horizon dis-
tance [91, 92]. For distributions with spins mostly aligned
like ours, binaries with large spin magnitudes are therefore
easier to detect. This result refines the rough estimate
of [62], where spins were estimated to increase rates by
at most a factor of 3 (cf. also [81]) Interestingly, this
rate increase disappears for third-generation detectors:
future instruments will detect virtually all stellar-mass
BH mergers in the Universe, irrespectively of their spins.
For the same reason, models with more misaligned spins
(notides) have marginally lower rates than models where
all spins are realigned by tidal interactions (alltides).
D. Simplified pathway classifications
StarTrack provides full information on the various
processes and the stellar types involved during each phase
of the binary-star evolution. For this paper, we found
particularly illustrative to simplify the classification of
the evolutionary pathways marking the formation of the
heavier BH (label “BH1”), the formation of the lighter
BH (label “BH2”) and the occurrence of common envelope
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FIG. 2. Detection rates for LIGO (solid line), Voyager (dashed
line) and Cosmic Explorer (dotted line) for models with differ-
ent kick speed parameters σ, assuming the time tidal model
and the collapse spin model. All other models give qualita-
tively similar curves; the max spin model yields marginally
higher rates for LIGO (cf. Table I). For a discussion of uncer-
tainties in detection rates see e.g. [61, 62].
phases (label “CE”). All of our stellar evolutions can be
classified into eight mutually exclusive channels
1. BH1 CE BH2 5. CE BH1 CE BH2
2. BH2 CE BH1 6. CE BH2 CE BH1
3. CE BH1 BH2 7. BH1 BH2
4. CE BH2 BH1 8. BH2 BH1
The abbreviations in the name of each channel should
be intended as a chronological description of the events.
For instance, the vanilla field-binary formation channel
corresponds to the first case, “BH1 CE BH2”: the heavier
star collapses first and forms the heavier BH, a common-
envelope phase tightens the binary, and finally the com-
panion star forms the lighter BH. The second channel,
“BH2 CE BH1”, corresponds to cases where the light BH
formed first: such mass-ratio reversal is known to have
potentially strong impact on the spin distribution [39, 93].
The detection rates r and their fraction in each channel
p are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the kick-velocity
dispersion parameter σ [73]. For small kicks, most binaries
follow the standard picture and evolve through a common-
envelope phase between the two stellar collapses. At
σ = 25km/s we have p(BH1 CE BH2)+p(BH2 CE BH1) ∼
0.95. Two thirds of these binaries follow the more standard
pathway where the large BH is formed first, while the rest
undergo mass-ratio reversal.
If kicks are larger, the majority of binaries are found
in the “CE BH1 BH2” channel. In this regime, systems
are typically unbound by the first explosion (causing a
drop in the rates), unless a common-envelope phase takes
place before the explosion. Common envelope shrinks the
0.0
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0.3
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0.5
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0.7
p
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time
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FIG. 3. Detection rates r (bottom panel) and normalized rate
fractions p (top panels) of BH binaries formed via different
channels as a function of the natal kicks σ. In this notation
“BH1” and “BH2” stand for the formation of the heavier and
lighter BH, respectively, while “CE” stand for the occurrence
of a common-envelope phase (cf. Sec. II D). Results are shown
for the time and collapse spin model and weighted by LIGO
detection rates. Results for Cosmic Explorer and other spin
models are qualitatively similar.
orbital separation by orders of magnitude, thus dramat-
ically increasing the chance of the binary surviving the
first natal kick. In particular, in the extreme case σ = 265
km/s we obtain p(CE BH1 BH2) ∼ 0.65.
Channels with zero or two common-envelope phases
are always subdominant, and represent at most p . 5%
of the population.
Uncertainties in common-evenlope efficiency and more
elaborate kick prescriptions are not explored in this paper
(see e.g. [59, 94, 95]) and might affect some of the results
presented in Fig. 3.
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0
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FIG. 4. Marginalized effective-spin distribution predicted by
our three spin-magnitude models (collapse,max,uniform) as
detectable by LIGO and Cosmic Explorer. Results are shown
for σ = 130 km/s and the time model of tidal interactions.
III. RESULTS: EFFECTIVE SPIN
The spin parameter which is currently best measured
in GWs [96] is the effective spin [93, 97, 98]
χeff =
χ1 cos θ1 + qχ2 cos θ2
1 + q
(5)
(this is equivalent to ξ in the notation of [54–56, 99, 100]).
The effective spin is a constant of motion at 2PN order [93,
98], and is therefore an excellent parameter to parametrize
the dynamics because it depends very weakly on the
frequency/time at which it is measured by parameter-
estimation algorithms.
As evident from the definition (5), measurements of χeff
are inevitably plagued by a degeneracy between the spin
magnitudes and their directions: small (large) values of
χeff could be realized by either small (large) spin magni-
tudes or large (small) misalignment angles. For strategies
to maximize the astrophysics that can be inferred from
measurements of χeff alone, see e.g. [50, 52, 78].
A. Marginalized distributions
We first illustrate our predictions for the marginalized
distributions of χeff . A summary of our findings is pro-
vided in Table II, where we report detection-weighted
medians and 90% confidence intervals of χeff for each of
our simulations.
Among our model variations, the spin magnitudes have
the largest impact on χeff . Figure 4 shows the detectable
distributions of χeff (cf. Sec. II C) predicted by our three
spin models, uniform, collapse andmax, assuming σ = 130
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FIG. 5. Median values (dashed lines) and 90% confidence
intervals (solid lines and shaded areas) for χeff as a function
of natal kicks and tidal interactions (time, alltides, notides).
Results are shown for uniform spin magnitudes and weighted
with LIGO detection rates.
km/s and the time model of tidal interactions. The max
model predicts a sharp peak at χeff = 1, while the uniform
model presents a broader peak at χeff ∼ 0.5. The collapse
case acts like a rough mixture of the two, with light BHs
presenting preferentially large spins χ ∼ 0.9, while the
spins of heavier BHs can span a wider range.
An interesting feature of these distributions is their
dependence on the detector sensitivity. For the max
model, switching to a third-generation detector decreases
the typical effective spin: the median in χeff goes from
∼ 0.96 to ∼ 0.91 (assuming the time, σ = 130 km/s
distribution as shown in Fig. 4). The same is true for the
uniform model, where the median decreases from ∼0.41
for LIGO to ∼ 0.36 for Cosmic Explorer. The orbital
hangup effect (cf. Sec. II C) causes a selection bias on
GW measurements: binaries with negative (positive) χeff
have a shorter (longer) waveform and therefore are harder
(easier) to detect [78]. A detector with better sensitivity
reduces this selection bias, thus pushing the median of
the detectable events to lower values.
The collapse model behaves in the opposite way: better
instruments will detect larger χeff ’s (median increasing
from ∼ 0.49 to ∼ 0.61). This is because instrumental
improvements in the high-frequency range will make us
sensitive to lower mass systems which, in the collapse
model, have preferentially high spins (cf. Fig. 1). The
hangup effect is still present, but turns out to be subdom-
inant.
Figure 5 illustrates the effect of tidal interactions on
the predicted values of χeff . In our models tides only
affect the spin orientations and, as expected, produce
larger χeff values. Within the context of these models,
tides are less important than natal spins to predict the
effective-spin distributions. Notably, tides mainly affect
the small-χeff tail of the population. As illustrated at
8Detector Spins Tides Natal kick σ
0 km/s 25 km/s 50 km/s 70 km/s 130 km/s 200 km/s 265 km/s
LIGO collapse time 0.79+0.10−0.67 0.72
+0.16
−0.61 0.67
+0.21
−0.60 0.60
+0.27
−0.62 0.49
+0.37
−0.68 0.42
+0.43
−0.61 0.38
+0.46
−0.52
LIGO collapse alltides 0.79+0.10−0.66 0.73
+0.15
−0.61 0.68
+0.19
−0.58 0.63
+0.24
−0.56 0.51
+0.35
−0.48 0.42
+0.43
−0.41 0.39
+0.45
−0.45
LIGO collapse notides 0.79+0.10−0.67 0.71
+0.17
−0.60 0.64
+0.23
−0.60 0.57
+0.30
−0.65 0.44
+0.41
−0.78 0.41
+0.43
−0.71 0.39
+0.45
−0.66
LIGO uniform time 0.54+0.33−0.35 0.51
+0.33
−0.36 0.46
+0.36
−0.39 0.45
+0.38
−0.49 0.41
+0.40
−0.59 0.44
+0.39
−0.63 0.36
+0.41
−0.55
LIGO uniform alltides 0.54+0.33−0.35 0.52
+0.33
−0.37 0.49
+0.35
−0.37 0.47
+0.35
−0.38 0.43
+0.36
−0.42 0.43
+0.39
−0.44 0.37
+0.36
−0.45
LIGO uniform notides 0.54+0.33−0.35 0.50
+0.33
−0.38 0.46
+0.36
−0.41 0.42
+0.39
−0.52 0.40
+0.40
−0.66 0.42
+0.37
−0.66 0.39
+0.40
−0.63
LIGO max time 1.00+0.000.00 0.99
+0.01
−0.19 0.98
+0.02
−0.45 0.97
+0.03
−0.69 0.96
+0.04
−0.88 0.94
+0.06
−0.80 0.91
+0.08
−0.82
LIGO max alltides 1.00+0.000.00 0.99
+0.01
−0.13 0.98
+0.02
−0.36 0.97
+0.03
−0.56 0.96
+0.04
−0.79 0.94
+0.05
−0.78 0.93
+0.07
−0.81
LIGO max notides 1.00+0.000.00 0.99
+0.01
−0.21 0.97
+0.03
−0.50 0.96
+0.03
−0.71 0.96
+0.04
−1.00 0.94
+0.06
−0.82 0.90
+0.10
−0.99
Voyager collapse time 0.83+0.06−0.69 0.80
+0.08
−0.67 0.75
+0.13
−0.65 0.69
+0.18
−0.64 0.57
+0.30
−0.60 0.48
+0.37
−0.58 0.45
+0.40
−0.52
Voyager collapse alltides 0.83+0.06−0.69 0.81
+0.08
−0.67 0.76
+0.12
−0.65 0.71
+0.16
−0.63 0.59
+0.28
−0.54 0.49
+0.37
−0.47 0.46
+0.39
−0.49
Voyager collapse notides 0.83+0.06−0.69 0.79
+0.09
−0.67 0.72
+0.16
−0.65 0.66
+0.21
−0.68 0.54
+0.33
−0.83 0.45
+0.41
−0.82 0.44
+0.41
−0.75
Voyager uniform time 0.52+0.34−0.35 0.50
+0.33
−0.36 0.47
+0.35
−0.37 0.45
+0.36
−0.41 0.41
+0.38
−0.50 0.41
+0.37
−0.53 0.39
+0.38
−0.52
Voyager uniform alltides 0.52+0.34−0.35 0.51
+0.33
−0.36 0.48
+0.34
−0.36 0.46
+0.36
−0.37 0.42
+0.38
−0.41 0.41
+0.38
−0.44 0.39
+0.37
−0.46
Voyager uniform notides 0.52+0.33−0.35 0.50
+0.34
−0.37 0.45
+0.36
−0.40 0.43
+0.37
−0.50 0.40
+0.39
−0.69 0.39
+0.40
−0.72 0.36
+0.38
−0.67
Voyager max time 1.00+0.000.00 0.99
+0.01
−0.16 0.98
+0.02
−0.42 0.97
+0.03
−0.64 0.95
+0.05
−0.90 0.93
+0.07
−0.89 0.91
+0.09
−0.90
Voyager max alltides 1.00+0.000.00 0.99
+0.01
−0.13 0.98
+0.02
−0.36 0.97
+0.03
−0.56 0.95
+0.05
−0.82 0.93
+0.07
−0.86 0.92
+0.08
−0.88
Voyager max notides 1.00+0.000.00 0.99
+0.01
−0.20 0.97
+0.03
−0.51 0.96
+0.04
−0.74 0.95
+0.05
−1.18 0.93
+0.07
−1.30 0.90
+0.09
−1.23
3rd gen. collapse time 0.85+0.05−0.64 0.82
+0.07
−0.67 0.77
+0.11
−0.70 0.72
+0.15
−0.77 0.61
+0.26
−0.78 0.55
+0.31
−0.78 0.52
+0.34
−0.72
3rd gen. collapse alltides 0.85+0.05−0.63 0.82
+0.07
−0.66 0.78
+0.10
−0.69 0.73
+0.14
−0.72 0.63
+0.24
−0.68 0.56
+0.30
−0.65 0.53
+0.33
−0.67
3rd gen. collapse notides 0.85+0.05−0.63 0.81
+0.08
−0.70 0.74
+0.14
−0.92 0.67
+0.21
−1.19 0.53
+0.33
−1.21 0.47
+0.39
−1.12 0.47
+0.38
−1.16
3rd gen. uniform time 0.50+0.34−0.34 0.47
+0.35
−0.36 0.43
+0.37
−0.38 0.41
+0.38
−0.46 0.36
+0.40
−0.53 0.36
+0.39
−0.55 0.34
+0.41
−0.57
3rd gen. uniform alltides 0.50+0.34−0.34 0.47
+0.35
−0.36 0.44
+0.36
−0.37 0.41
+0.38
−0.40 0.38
+0.39
−0.45 0.36
+0.39
−0.48 0.35
+0.39
−0.52
3rd gen. uniform notides 0.50+0.34−0.35 0.46
+0.36
−0.38 0.40
+0.38
−0.51 0.37
+0.40
−0.66 0.32
+0.44
−0.74 0.30
+0.45
−0.75 0.31
+0.42
−0.72
3rd gen. max time 1.00+0.000.00 0.99
+0.01
−0.36 0.97
+0.03
−0.80 0.95
+0.05
−1.01 0.91
+0.09
−1.13 0.87
+0.12
−1.20 0.86
+0.14
−1.21
3rd gen. max alltides 1.00+0.000.00 0.99
+0.01
−0.33 0.97
+0.03
−0.74 0.95
+0.05
−0.94 0.92
+0.08
−0.97 0.89
+0.11
−1.01 0.88
+0.12
−1.04
3rd gen. max notides 1.00+0.000.00 0.98
+0.02
−0.53 0.95
+0.05
−1.20 0.92
+0.08
−1.58 0.87
+0.13
−1.73 0.85
+0.15
−1.70 0.82
+0.17
−1.70
TABLE II. Medians of the marginalized effective-spin distributions in each of our model variations. Errors refer to the 5th and
95th confidence levels, respectively. All percentiles reported in this table have been weighted with the corresponding detection
rates.
length below, negative values of χeff are hard to explain
in the alltides model (where all stellar spins are realigned
in between the two explosions), while they are relatively
easy to accommodate with both the notides and the time
models.
B. On the sign and symmetry of χeff
From Eq. (5), it is obvious that only largely misaligned
spins can produce negative values of χeff . It has been
suggested that a single confirmed measurement of a system
with χeff < 0 could rule out isolated BH formation for
that event in favor of dynamical interactions [41]. One of
the events observed so far (GW151226 [101]) has χeff > 0
at very high confidence. Some of the other events present
more posterior weight at negative χeff values, but χeff ≥ 0
cannot be ruled out. We stress that these significance
assessments have to be taken with care as they depend
on the Bayesian prior used in the analysis [102].
Figure 6 shows the predicted rate fraction of BH bina-
ries with χeff < 0 in each of our models. As expected,
misalignments are larger for larger kicks and, consequently,
p(χeff < 0) increases as σ increases. The typical fraction
of binaries with negative effective spins detectable by
LIGO ranges from ∼ 3% to ∼ 10% (with the exception
of σ = 0 km/s, where χeff ≥ 0 by construction).
Our results show that isolated pairs of stars can explain
single events with χeff < 0, in disagreement with the main
claim made by [41] (but see their Fig. 3). Obviously,
since we are assuming that stars are initially aligned
with the orbital angular momentum, BH spins cannot be
misaligned if kicks are not present. The fiducial model of
[41] heavily suppresses kicks for BHs compared to neutron
stars, thus effectively preventing misalignments. A more
conservative statement is the following: single detections
with χeff < 0 would point towards dynamical interaction,
if stellar spins are initially aligned and BH kicks are
heavily suppressed. Even moderate kicks of σ = 25 km/s
allow for p(χeff < 0) ∼ 3%.
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FIG. 6. Fraction of binaries with negative effective spin as
a function of natal kicks (x axis), tidal interaction (colors)
and spin-magnitude model (line styles). Top (bottom) panels
shows results for LIGO (Cosmic Explorer).
Together with kicks, tidal interactions are important
to determine the sign of χeff . Higher (lower) fractions
of negative effective spins are predicted for the notides
(alltides) model, while the time model lies somewhere
in between. Notably, p(χeff < 0) is largely independent
of the spin-magnitude assumption (especially for third-
generation detectors).
This suggests that, at least in the context of well-
specified astrophysical models like ours, χeff measure-
ments alone can partially break the degeneracy between
spin magnitudes and spin directions encoded in Eq. (5).
Natal spins mainly determine the broad shape of the dis-
tribution (Fig. 4), while alignment processes have a clean
impact on the low-χeff tail (Fig. 6).
Although negative values of χeff are possible, our dis-
tributions are far from being symmetric (cf. e.g. Table II
where all medians are & 0.3). On the contrary, dynamical
formation channels predict spins isotropically distributed
(although see [35]), which corresponds to a marginalized
effective-spin distribution symmetric about χeff = 0. Our
models suggest that the symmetry of the χeff is a robust
indicator to distinguish isolated binary formation from dy-
namical interactions. We therefore confirm the ideas put
forward by [50, 52] with large-scale population-synthesis
simulations.
C. Mass dependence
In Fig. 7 we present predictions for the effective spins
of BH binaries with different total source-frame masses.
Results for the collapse model directly reflect the injected
relationship between BH masses and spins. In the absence
of this correlation, a simpler trend emerges, namely that
kicks more easily misalign light systems. This is especially
evident in the max case because all BH spin magnitudes
are equal.
Figure 7 also shows the expected detection rates as a
function of M . The three panels are constructed with
the very same StarTrack evolution (σ = 70 km/s),
which predicts a mass spectrum peaking at about M ∼
30M. This is the strongest feature visible in all three
distributions shown in Fig. 7.
Differences in r between the three panels are a direct
consequence of the spinning waveform model used to
compute the horizon distance. This effect was mostly
neglected in previous StarTrack studies, with the ex-
ception of [62]. For partially aligned systems like ours,
the orbital hangup effect facilitates the detection of BH
binaries with large spin magnitudes. The max rates are
therefore higher than those predicted by the uniform
model. In model collapse, where heavy BHs spin slower
compared to less massive ones, detection rates at large
(low) M are suppressed (enhanced). As expected, the
behavior changes around M ∼ 40M, which is roughly
twice the value of the turnover of Fig. 1.
Fig. 8 shows medians of χeff as a function of M for
all kick, spin and tide variations. The main takeaway
here is that distributions are qualitatively very similar
for all models of tidal interactions and natal kicks, and
only depend on the spin-magnitude variation. This find-
ing further stresses one of the points made above: χeff
measurements alone can provide powerful constraints on
BH natal spins, even in the presence of misalignment
processes.
D. Constraints on formation channels
Finally, we present our predictions for χeff in the eight
different formation channels introduced in Sec. II D. Fig. 9
shows results for some of our uniform, notides models. It
is illustrative to look at this variation in particular because,
as described above (cf. Figs. 4 and 5), it maximizes the
fraction of binaries with χeff far from unity. We stress,
however, that the trends described here are illustrative of
all of our distributions.
As already shown in Fig. 3, the fraction of “standard”
binaries with a common-envelope evolution in between the
two supernovae decreases with the kick-velocity dispersion
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FIG. 7. Effective spins χeff and detection rates r in bins of total mass M . We show results for our three spin models (left:
collapse; middle: max ; right: uniform) assuming σ = 70 km/s, the time model for tides, and the LIGO sensitivity curve. Thick
solid (dashed) lines show median (90% confidence interval) of χeff , as reported on the right y axis. Light histograms show the
cumulative detection rates in each mass bin, as reported on the right y-axis.
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FIG. 8. Medians of χeff as a function of the total mass M
for all of our model variations. The top panel shows results
weighted by LIGO detection rates, while the bottom panel
assumes a third-generation detector (Cosmic Explorer). Colors
differentiate our three spin-magnitude models (collapse: blue;
max : orange; uniform: green). In each series, the various lines
are obtained by varying over tidal interactions (time, alltides,
notides) and kick magnitudes (σ = 0, 25, 50, 70, 130, 200, 265
km/s).
parameter σ. For σ & 100 km/s kicks unbind most bina-
ries at the first supernova, unless the binary separation
was already tight because of an earlier common-envelope
phase. Binaries in those channels (see in particular “CE
BH1 BH2” in Fig. 3) are largely unaffected by kicks.
Their orbital angular velocity is so large that they not
only remain bound, but also roughly aligned.
Largely misaligned binaries all belong to the more stan-
dard “BH1 CE BH2” and “BH2 CE BH1” channels, inde-
pendently of σ. This result illustrates a clean prediction
of our models: binaries with small χeff are formed follow-
ing very specific pathways, namely those which present
a common-envelope phase between the formation of the
two BHs (and not earlier).
This observation can be rephrased as follow: if kicks are
large, binaries in the “BH1 CE BH2” and “BH2 CE BH1”
channels are either unbound or, if they survive, they are
largely misaligned. This behavior can be explained with
some simple kinematics. For a circular orbit, the spin
misalignment angle θ imparted by a kick is [36, 49]
cos θ =
|v|+ vk · vˆ√
(|v|+ vk · vˆ)2 + (vk · Lˆ)2
, (6)
where vk is the kick velocity, v is the orbital velocity
and Lˆ is the direction of the orbital angular momentum
before the explosion. Since vk is drawn from a Maxwellian
distribution, the component vk · vˆ and vk ·Lˆ are Gaussian.
In the limit of large σ, this implies that θ is uniformly
distributed [103]. As the kick increases, more binaries are
unbound while the distribution of misalignments flattens.
IV. RESULTS: SPIN DIRECTIONS
We now explore predictions of our models for the indi-
vidual directions of the two spins. As already outlined
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FIG. 9. Detection rates in bins of effective spin χeff divided into formation channels. Here “BH1” and “BH2” stand for the
formation of the heavier and lighter BH, respectively, while “CE” stand for the occurrence of a common-envelope phase (cf.
Sec. II D). Results are shown for the notides, uniform spin model as detectable by LIGO. Other models have qualitatively similar
results. Natal kicks are varied in the three panels as indicated in the legend.
in Sec. II, the mutual orientations of the two spins and
the orbital angular momentum can be described by three
variables: θ1 and θ2 are the angles between the two spins
and the orbital angular momentum, and ∆Φ = φ2 − φ1 is
the angle between the projections of the two spins onto
the orbital plane (see e.g. Fig. 1 of [56] for a schematic
representation). The angles θ1 and θ2 are polar angles,
defined in the range [0, pi], while ∆Φ is an azimuthal
angle defined in the range [−pi, pi]. However, precession
cycles are symmetric in PN dynamics [56], so that we can
consider ∆Φ ∈ [0, pi] without loss of generality.
The punch line of this section (which generalizes the
toy model of [39] to state-of-the-art astrophysical popula-
tions) is that BH spin orientations near merger fall into
three well-separated subpopulations. These classes of BH
binaries carry the imprint of specific physical processes
driving the evolution of their stellar progenitors.
A. Evolution of the spin tilts
First, we illustrate the evolution of the spin angles
during the various steps of binary stellar evolution. There
are five key stages where spin directions can change. These
are listed below and illustrated in Fig. 10, where we
track changes of the two tilt angles along each stage by
separating progenitors that form the more (θ1) and less
(θ2) massive BHs.
1. Our initial assumption is that primordial misalign-
ments are negligible, i.e. θ1 = θ2 = 0 at the begin-
ning of each evolution.
2. The first stage where spin tilts can change is the
supernova that forms the first BH (SN1). This is
typically, but not always, the collapse event where
the more massive BH is formed (c.f Sec. IID). It
turns out that the kick imparted at the first explo-
sion is the dominant effect setting the spin directions
in the entire evolution, and all other stages play a
subdominant role (cf. [49], where this considera-
tion was used to estimate σ from GW151226 data).
On average, larger kicks introduce larger misalign-
ments. However, this trend is mitigated by the
fact that larger kicks also unbind binaries. Only
the harder binaries in the sample survive strong
kicks, and those same binaries are harder to tilt. At
this stage, the median in the angles θ1 = θ2 (both
members receive the same tilt) is ∼ pi/8, and this
number changes only weakly among our kick and
spin models. The large-misalignment tail of the tilt
distributions, on the other hand, depends strongly
on σ: tilts θi & pi/2 require σ & 50 km/s. This
is consistent with the results already presented in
Fig. 6, where indeed curves steepen at about σ∼50
km/s.
3. After the first explosion, the system is formed by a
BH and a star. At this stage, tidal interactions can
realign the stellar spin. All stars are realigned in
the alltides case where, consequently, one of the two
spin misalignment angles drops to zero. In the ma-
jority of the cases, tides enforce θ2 = 0 between the
two explosions, because the first explosion typically
forms the most massive BH. However, if the less
massive BH is formed first, tidal alignment enforces
θ1 = 0. Both spin misalignments are unchanged
in the notides models, where tidal realignment is
assumed to be completely inefficient.
4. The second supernova (SN2) imparts another tilt
to the orbital plane. Before this second kick, the
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FIG. 10. Evolution of the spin orientations along the lives of BH-binary progenitors detectable by LIGO. The top (bottom)
subpanel in each plot shows the tilt θ1 (θ2) of the object forming the more (less) massive BH. All binaries are aligned before the
first supernova (SN1), which imparts a first tilt to both spins. Tidal interactions can realign one of the spins in between the two
explosions. The second kick (SN2) sets the spin misalignment angles at BH-binary formation. These orientations then evolve
under the influence of relativistic spin-spin and spin-orbit couplings until they become detectable in GWs (roughly at fGW = 20
Hz). At each stage, the median of the distribution is marked with a red line; the blue boxes (bars) include 50% (90%) of the
detection rate. Thin gray lines show individual evolutionary tracks for the 100 binaries with the highest detection rates in each
sample.
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binary already underwent a common-envelope phase
which greatly tightened the separation.3 Because
of their larger orbital velocities, binaries are much
harder to tilt at this stage compared to the first
explosion. This second kick is virtually irrelevant
for σ . 100 km/s. In the case of larger kicks where
the “CE BH1 BH2” channel dominates, on average
the second explosion increases the misalignment
angle (this is trivially true for the spin that was
previously realigned by tides). After the second
kick, the tilt angles θ1 and θ2 are in general not
equal to each other. Even in the notides cases where
θ1 = θ2 before the SN, spin precession might affect
the azimuthal angles (φ1 6= φ2 if tSN > tpre, cf.
Sec. II) and consequently the post-SN tilts.
5. Finally, PN evolutions [54] are used to propagate bi-
naries from BH formation (after SN2) to detection,
here assumed to happen when the GW emission
frequency drops below fGW = 20 Hz. PN evolu-
tions could last Gyrs, where binaries undergo many
precession cycles. The tilt angles are modified by rel-
ativistic spin-spin and spin-orbit couplings. These
are conditioned to keep χeff constant [56, 98], such
that cos θ1 increases only when cos θ2 decreases, and
vice versa.
We now explore in detail the spin orientations at the
last stage, when binaries become detectable in GWs.
B. Spin angles at detection
Figure 11 shows marginalized distributions of θ1, θ2
and ∆Φ at fGW = 20 Hz for a subset of our models.
The tilt angle distributions peak at θ1 ' 0 and θ2 ' 0,
which is the initial assumption for all stars in our models.
Misalignments are introduced by natal kicks. The typical
widths of the θ1 and θ2 distributions vary from ∼ pi/8 for
σ = 25 km/s to ∼ pi/4 for σ = 265 km/s. These curves
are largely independent of the chosen spin model.
On the contrary, the behavior of the angle ∆Φ strongly
depends on the spin variation. If all binaries are subject
to tidal realignment (alltides), the distribution of ∆Φ
at 20 Hz is strongly peaked at ∆Φ = 0, pi, while a less
prominent peak at ∆Φ = pi/2 is present if tides are
suppressed (notides). If only some of the binaries are
realigned (time), three distinct subpopulations are present,
which pile up at ∆Φ = 0, pi/2 and pi. Assumptions on the
spin magnitude also play a visible role in Fig. 11. PN spin-
spin and spin-orbit couplings are weaker for lower spins
and the peaks in ∆Φ are consequently less pronounced. It
is worth noting, however, that the impact of tides can be
clearly seen even for the uniform spin-magnitude model.
3 Cases “BH1 BH2” and “BH2 BH1” of Sec. IID are an exception
but their rates are extremely low in all our models
The reason for this peculiar behavior of the precessional
phase ∆Φ lies in the PN evolution that binaries undergo
between formation and detection. Spin precession natu-
rally separates populations that formed with different tilt
angles θ1, θ2 into different distributions for ∆Φ . This is
a well- known PN effect, first discovered by Schnittman
[104] and later explored in detail by [39, 56, 93, 105, 106]
(see also [99, 100, 107–109] for later investigations). Tidal
interactions affect whether the tilt angle of the second
formed BH is set to zero between the two explosions, thus
strongly impacting its tilt angle at formation. As the
binary inspirals towards merger, PN spin evolution tends
to mix up the θ1 and θ2 distributions and separate the
subpopulations in the variable ∆Φ.
To better illustrate and quantify this behavior, let us
divide our binaries in three subpopulations. First, we
select binaries that were not realigned by tidal interac-
tions between the two explosions (“tides off”). This will
correspond to 100% (0%) of the binaries in the notides
(alltides) models, and to some other fractions in the time
cases. For the remaining binaries that do undergo tidal
realignment (“tides on”), we track whether BH1 forms
before/after BH2 (thus grouping the eight channels of
Sec. IID into two). This results in three mutually exclu-
sive subchannels:
1. BH1 BH2 tides on
2. BH2 BH1 tides on
3. tides off
Figure 12 shows the resulting distribution of the spin
angles. Crucially, we pair distributions of θ1 and θ2 at
BH formation to the distribution of ∆Φ at detection.
Tides and the order of BH formation strongly separate
the tilt angle distributions: θ1 ' θ2 if tidal realignment is
prevented, while θ1 ' 0 (θ2 ' 0) if tides are present and
the realigned star ends up forming the primary (secondary)
BH. Because of the long PN evolution before merger [54–
56], these three populations are found with preferential
values of ∆Φ as they enter the LIGO band: ∆Φ ∼ 0
for “BH2 BH1 tides on”, ∆Φ ∼ pi/2 for “tides off” and
∆Φ ∼ pi for “BH1 BH2 tides on”.
These findings confirm the toy model developed by some
of the present authors [39], which only considered a few
fiducial sources (compare e.g. their Fig. 1 to Fig. 12 in this
paper). Despite a substantial extension to a much larger
population, including state-of-the-art initial conditions
provided by StarTrack, and more complex models for
tidal alignment, this simple approach provides an accurate
description of several key features of the population of
spinning binaries.
Motivated by the identification of these three, coarsely
identified classes, in the next section we employ an-
other tool developed in [55, 56] to characterize precessing
sources: their spin morphology.
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and whichever BH formed first (“BH1 BH2” vs “BH2 BH1”). The left panel shows a two-dimensional histogram of the tilt
angles θ1 and θ2 at BH formation, where the three subpopulations are clearly separated. Those same binaries are evolved to
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V. RESULTS: SPIN MORPHOLOGIES
The spin morphology is a better tool to quantify spin
precession in merging BH binaries. It was first introduced
by [55, 56] (see also [110] for a concise introduction).
Here we briefly review the main concepts behind spin
morphology, and then explore the implications for our
populations of detectable BH binaries.
A. A slowly evolving feature
The qualitative shape of the precession cones of the
two spins and the orbital angular momentum can be
classified into three mutually exclusive classes based on
the evolution of the precessional phase ∆Φ. Figure 13
shows the evolution of ∆Φ during single precession cycles
at fGW = 20 Hz for some indicative binaries from our
distributions. For simplicity, we define a precession cycle
to start and end at configurations where the three vectors
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FIG. 13. Evolution of the angle ∆Φ during (half of) a pre-
cession cycle at fGW = 20 Hz for a sample of detectable BH
binaries. We select some binaries among those with higher
detection rates from our model with σ = 70 km/s, the time
tidal alignment model and the max spin magnitude model
(as in Fig. 12). Each line is shaded according to the LIGO
detection rate of the corresponding source.
S1, S2 and L are coplanar. These correspond to either
∆Φ = 0 or ∆Φ = pi. There are therefore three discrete
possibilities.
1. Both configurations ∆Φ = 0 and ∆Φ = pi are al-
lowed, and the angle ∆Φ circulates in the full range
[0, pi] during each precession cycle (C).
2. The configuration ∆Φ = pi is forbidden; the pre-
cession cycle consists of librations about ∆Φ = 0
(L0).
3. The configuration ∆Φ = 0 is forbidden; the pre-
cession cycle consists of librations about ∆Φ = pi
(Lpi).
This classification elucidates the results already pre-
sented in Figs. 11 and 12. Binaries in the two librating
morphologies L0 and Lpi spend more time close to the
coplanar configurations, and are thus more likely to be
found with either ∆Φ = 0 or ∆Φ = pi, respectively. Bi-
naries in the circulating morphology C behave in the
opposite way. For these binaries, the “azimuthal velocity”
d∆Φ/dt is larger at ∆Φ ' 0, pi and lower at ∆Φ ' pi/2.
Sources naturally spend more time where d∆Φ/dt is lower,
and are thus more likely to be found with ∆Φ ' pi/2.
The most notable feature about the spin morphology
is its slow variation. In BH-binary systems, spins vary
on both the short precession timescale tpre ∝ r5/2 [38]
and the longer radiation-reaction timescale tRR ∝ r4 [2].
The individual spin angles θ1, θ2 and ∆Φ all vary on
tpre (the same is true for other quantities typically used
to parametrize spin precession, like χp from [82, 111]).
Binaries undergo many precession cycles from formation
to detection. This essentially randomizes the spin angle
distribution (with some constraints, e.g. that χeff must
be constant [56, 98]). In other terms, the spin direc-
tions at detection are not indicative of the spin directions
at formation. On the other hand, the spin morphology
is an averaged quantity. It describes the shape of the
precession cones, not a particular position of the spins
along those cones. The spin morphology does vary, how-
ever, on the longer radiation-reaction timescale tRR over
which GW emission dissipates energy and angular mo-
mentum. In general, binaries are mostly circulating at
large separations and transition towards the two librating
morphologies as the inspiral proceeds [55, 56, 110]. The
most notable property of the spin morphology is therefore
that morphology encodes details of BH spin precession,
but it does not vary on the precession timescale.
B. Fraction of binaries in each morphology
Figure 14 shows the relative fraction of binaries in each
of the three spin morphologies as a function of natal kicks4
for different tidal alignment models and GW detectors.
More circulating (librating) binaries are predicted if tides
are inefficient (efficient). This is especially true if natal
kicks are moderately small (σ . 200 km/s). For larger
values, the tilt angle distributions are closer to being
isotropic, which in turn results in comparable fractions
of binaries in each of the three morphologies (note for in-
stance the alltides cases in Fig. 14, where all morphologies
approach a probability of p ∼ 1/3 at large σ).
In the alltides case, the Lpi morphology dominates over
L0, mainly because it corresponds to the much more
frequent case where the primary BH forms first (“BH1
BH2”). In the notides models, on the other hand, more
binaries are typically found in L0 than in Lpi (but both
are subdominant with respect to C). This is because the
region of the parameter space which is influenced by the
L0 transitions extends closer to the θ1 ' θ2 region, where
notides binaries form (cf. Fig. 14 in [56]).
In the time case, both librating and circulating binaries
are present and track stellar progenitors that did (or did
not) undergo tidal alignment. For the LIGO detector
at design sensitivity, the fraction of detectable binaries
in each morphology is roughly independent of σ. We
find p(C) ' 0.5 and p(L0) ' p(Lpi) ' 0.25. For third-
generation interferometers, the detectable sample becomes
largely dominated by Lpi binaries. As we discuss below,
the reason is that the likelihood to transition towards
the two librating morphologies strongly depends on the
binary’s total mass.
4 Being defined in terms of the azimuthal projections of the spins,
the morphology is formally ill defined in the limit where sin θ1 = 0
and sin θ2 = 0. Results in this section therefore exclude all σ = 0
km/s models, where binaries do not get tilted.
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FIG. 14. Fraction p of binaries in each of the three spin morphologies as a function of the kick speed σ. The three lines in
each panel show the normalized detection rate for binaries which librate about ∆Φ = 0 (L0, blue), circulate (C, green) or
librate about ∆Φ = pi (Lpi, red) at the detection frequency of fGW = 20 Hz. The three classes are mutually exclusive, i.e.
p(L0) + p(C) + p(Lpi) = 1. Left, middle and right panels are produced with our three different assumptions on tidal interactions.
Top and bottom panels assume detection rate for LIGO and Cosmic Explorer, respectively. All panels are obtained assuming
the collapse model for the spin magnitudes.
C. Spin morphology as a function of mass
As already mentioned in Sec. IIIA, future detectors
are expected to observe many systems with total mass
M . 30M which are invisible to LIGO. These systems
have, on average, lower tidal timescales tτ [cf. Eq. (3)]
and lower orbital velocities at the time of the first explo-
sion, so they are more easily tilted by natal kicks and
subsequently realigned by tides. These two effects pref-
erentially populate regions of the (θ1, θ2) plane far from
the θ1 = θ2 diagonal, which are more strongly affected
by morphological transitions (see Fig. 12). As illustrated
in Fig. 14, instrumental improvements at high frequen-
cies might dramatically change the expected number of
sources in each morphology. For the time model, we pre-
dict that a third-generation detector will observe more
Lpi than C binaries. The vast majority of these systems
are low-mass binaries in the “BH1 BH2” channel subject
to tidal realignment.
The mass dependence of the detectable fraction of bi-
naries in each morphology is shown in Fig. 15 for one of
our time models at moderate natal kicks (σ = 70 km/s).
We observe many low-mass, Lpi binaries, which are invis-
ible to current detectors but might dominate the rates
in the third-generation era. This is a strong effect, but
it remains subdominant with respect to the assumptions
on tidal interactions: a robust conclusion of our study is
that binaries are preferentially librating (circulating) if
tides are (in)efficient.
Another interesting feature can be seen in Fig. 15 at
the high-mass end of the distributions (M ∼ 80M).
For the same reason why low-mass binaries preferentially
librate, high-mass binaries are mostly expected to circu-
late. Binaries with M ∼ 80M, which may be subject
to pulsational pair-instability supernovae [63], are almost
exclusively found in the circulating morphology. Our find-
ings highlight a possible correlation between supernova
physics and spin-precession dynamics, which deserves
further investigation.
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FIG. 15. LIGO detection rates r for binary BHs in bins of
total mass M , divided into the three spin morphologies. Low-
mass systems subject to tidal realignment are mostly found
in the Lpi morphology. They are invisible to LIGO but will
dominate the detection rate for future detectors like Cosmic
Explorer. Most binaries of high mass subject to pulsational
pair-instability supernova are found in the C morphology.
D. Dependence on the formation pathway
We now present a classification of the BH binaries in
our samples based on both, the three spin morphologies
and the eight formation pathways of Sec. II D. This infor-
mation is summarized in Fig. 16 for some indicative runs
among our simulations.
As already stressed above, strong tidal interactions
preferentially populate the two librating morphologies.
This is especially true for binaries formed in the more
standard channels where a common-envelope phase takes
place between the two explosions. In the alltides case,
almost all binaries formed in the “BH1 CE BH2” (“BH2
CE BH1”) channel are found in the Lpi (L0) morphology.
As we discussed in Sec. II D and Fig. 3, these two channels
dominate the detection rate for σ . 100 km/s. Therefore,
a larger fraction of librating binaries is present for these
values of the kicks (assuming tides are efficient at realign-
ing spins). For higher kicks, the “CE BH1 BH2” channel
becomes more important. Binaries from this channel have
on average smaller misalignments (because they have been
hardened by a common-envelope phase before the first
explosion) and are thus closer to equipartition among the
three morphologies.
Transitions into any of the two librating morphologies
are much less likely in the notides case. In these models,
the “BH1 CE BH2” and “BH2 CE BH1” channels mostly
generate circulating binaries. The contribution to the
two librating morphologies mainly comes from the “CE
BH1 BH2” and “CE BH2 BH1” channels, where rough
equipartition is reached. Since these channels dominate
in the large-σ regime, the morphological classification in
the alltides and notides cases becomes more similar when
BH kicks are large.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
After the first LIGO detections, it is becoming more
widely accepted by the scientific community that BH
spin orientations are possibly the cleanest indicators of
BH-binary formation channels. In particular, binaries
formed in dynamical interactions are predicted to have
randomly distributed spins, while conventional wisdom
asserts that the spins of binaries formed in isolation are
more or less aligned. In this paper, we carefully distin-
guished between spin alignment at BH-binary formation
and as observed in GWs, and we quantified the expected
degree of (mis)alignment for the first time. We studied
an extensive set of astrophysical models, combining for
the first time state-of-the-art stellar population synthesis
(StarTrack [53]) and advanced PN evolution schemes
(precession [54]). We quantified the impact of several
model parameters –namely the strength of natal kicks,
the spin magnitude at formation and the efficiency of
tidal alignment– on the population of spinning BH bina-
ries detectable by current and future ground-based GW
interferometers.
Within the context of these models, we showed that
future measured distributions of effective spins alone could
break the degeneracy between spin orientation and spin
magnitude encoded in the very definition of χeff . We
also confirmed previous claims that binaries formed in
isolation cannot produce a symmetric χeff distribution
[50, 52], although individual binaries can have χeff < 0
(in contrast with some previous claims [41]).
The directions of the individual spins have not been
confidently measured so far,5 but louder events, improved
waveform models and more sophisticated parameter-
estimation techniques may soon allow us to characterize
the full (two-spin) dynamics of BH binaries. As shown
here, this can have a significant payoff: we may be able
to reconstruct the binary’s formation history. Our study
confirms some of our earlier results [39], and in particular
the observation that the azimuthal precession phase ∆Φ
encodes clean information on processes that may (or may
not) realign stellar spins in between the two core-collapse
events forming each BH. We also presented the first pre-
diction of how detectable sources would be distributed in
5 GW151226 data contains hints of a primary-BH misalignment in
the range 25◦ . θ1 . 80◦ [49, 101].
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FIG. 16. Bars showing the fractions of binaries detectable by LIGO in each of the three spin-precession morphologies: librating
about ∆Φ = 0 (L0, blue), circulating (C, green) and librating about ∆Φ = pi (Lpi, red). Each panel is produced from a different
population-synthesis simulation varying over assumptions on natal kicks (left: σ = 70 km/s; right: σ = 200 km/s) and tidal
interactions (top: alltides; middle: time; bottom: notides); the spin-magnitude model is kept fixed to collapse. The larger bar at
the top of each panel shows the overall fraction of binaries in that particular simulation. The smaller bars instead, only consider
binaries in each of the eight formation pathways of Sec. IID, where “BH1” (“BH2”) stands for the formation of the more (less)
massive BH and “CE” stands of a common-envelope phase. The percentage in boldface next to each small bar indicates the
fraction of the LIGO detection rate originating from that particular subchannel.
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terms of the recently discovered spin morphology [55, 56],
a feature of spin precession that does not vary on the
precessional timescale.
In this paper, rather than focusing on fine model-
parameter searches to reproduce current LIGO/Virgo
observations, we have preferred to present only predic-
tions from a limited set of astrophysically reasonable
simulations. Initial comparisons of our predictions with
GW data [51] found that observations from the first
LIGO/Virgo observing run constrain σ to be ' 200 (' 50)
km/s for (in)efficient tides, and marginally prefer small
spin magnitudes. Combining the formalism of [51] and
the more sophisticated predictions of this paper is an
interesting avenue for future work. Furthermore, we plan
to explore more advanced model selection techniques (e.g.
[15, 95]) and to make detailed predictions for the next
observing runs of the growing LIGO/Virgo/KAGRA net-
work.
Little information will be learned on processes affecting
binary BH spins if their magnitudes turn out to be consis-
tently very low. If there is something out there to learn,
however, the modeling efforts presented in this paper high-
light the immense potential of future spin measurements.
We are approaching the time when large GW detection
catalogs will become available, and GW astronomy will
turn into a large-statistics, data-driven field. With the
rapid sensitivity improvements of ground-based interfer-
ometers, this may well happen sooner rather than later.
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